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Why HealthySpace by Northwest?
Eliminating 99.99% of surface pathogens, HealthySpace is a sanitizing and disinfecting service that uses a product rated by 

the EPA as Category 4, the least toxic and non-irritating. HealthySpace effectively sanitizes without disrupting daily 

operations giving you the peace of mind in the health of your business while being safe for your team and ours.

What are the benefits of HealthySpace?
� Eliminates 99% of Listed Pathogens

� Disinfects Hard, Non-Porous Surfaces

� Fully Sanitizes Space

� Eliminates Odors

How does the HealthySpace treatment work?
Completed by highly trained teammates, the service includes a wipe down treatment of high-touch areas and then a mist 

treatment around the entire space. The product will air dry leaving no residue.

  Wipe Down Treatment – This includes all frequently used human touch points, such as light switches, door   

  handles, etc. treated with the disinfectant product at full-strength using a microfiber wipe cloth.

  

  Light Misting Treatment – After the wipe-down treatment, we will treat the entire space with a fine mist    

  application to ensure that all other areas have been treated.

Who can benefit from the service?
All commercial industries and residential homes can benefit from a service that is tough on germs, bacteria, and viruses yet 
gentle on skin and fabrics. Our product is rated "no rinse required on food contact surfaces", so it is approved for use in 

commercial and residential kitchens without the need to wash/rinse after it is applied.

A Healthier Environment
HealthySpace by Northwest allows you to create a healthier environment for the people who matter most to you - your team 

and customers. Sanitizing where you work, live, and play is a mission we stand behind to further protect businesses. Trust a 

service that is effective, proven to work, and performed by a highly trained team who cares. Trust HealthySpace. 

� No Harsh or Irritating Chemicals

� No Disruption to Daily Operations

� Quick Turnaround Service

� Effective Against COVID-19 Pathogen
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